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Diagnostic Test Standard

Name

Class

Grammar
1

2

3

4

Circle the correct word.
1 Please give me / my your email address.
2 My brothers always do them / their homework
at the last minute.
3 We’ve got a new neighbour. She / Her name’s
Maria.
4 Can you wait for us / we outside the cinema?
5 Dad is selling his car because him / he wants a
new one.
5

Complete the sentences with the
comparative or superlative form of the
adjectives in brackets.
1 I’m so happy because my exam results are
better than I expected. (good)
lazier than
2 I think it’s true that boys are
girls. Well, my brothers definitely are! (lazy)
the most beautiful city I have ever
3 Paris is
visited. (beautiful)
the worst
4 That film was definitely one of
films I’ve ever seen. (bad)
5 I think books are more interesting than
films because you can use your imagination.
(interesting)

Vocabulary
5

1 I don’t know what to

2
3
4
5

5

buy

for Mum’s

birthday. Do you have any ideas?
spends all his pocket money on
video games.
3 Maria only works part-time so she doesn’t
earn
very much money.
sell
4 I want to
my bicycle because I never
use it.
5 Can I borrow €50? I promise I’ll pay you back.
2 Jack usually

myself  
yourself  
himself  
herself  
itself  
ourselves  
yourselves  
themselves

and drinks.
To be honest, I didn’t really enjoy myself at
Tom’s party.
Dad cut himself again while he was making
supper!
We usually amuse ourselves by going shopping
at the weekend.
Did your brothers hurt themselves during the
football match?

Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the verbs in the box.
borrow  not earn  
buy  
sell  
spend

Complete the sentences with a pronoun from
the box. You don’t need all the words.

yourselves to cake

Circle the correct options.
1 I’m sure I’ve seen you
before.
a nowhere
b somewhere c anywhere
2 We don’t know
in the neighbourhood
because we’ve only been here for a month.
a anyone
b no one
c someone
3 Ben wants to buy
nice for his girlfriend’s
birthday. What would you suggest?
a anything
b something
c nothing
4 I’m very sorry but there’s
I can do to help you.
a anything
b something
c nothing
5 Sara spent ages looking for her glasses but she
couldn’t find them
.
a anywhere
b nowhere
c somewhere
5

5

1 Come in everybody and help

Date

6

5

Complete the sentences with an adjective
from the box. You do not need all the words.
kind  
brave  
funny  
serious  
cheerful  
stubborn  
calm  
quiet

stubborn . He always wants to do
things his way.
brave . She’s not afraid of
Rachel’s really
anything.
I never see Tom laugh. He’s so serious .
calm in an emergency.
It’s important to stay
funny .
Sarah really makes me laugh. She’s so

1 Dan’s so
2
3
4
5

5
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Circle the correct answers.
1 I can never answer the questions on the Sunday
quiz / chat show.
2 My favourite comedy / music is Modern Family. I
think it’s really funny.
3 We like watching history news / documentaries.
4 We always watch news / sports programmes
because we love football and tennis.
5 Did you see Lady Gaga on last night’s series /
chat show? She was really entertaining.

Tim
I get embarrassed really easily which is very
annoying as I feel so stupid. Well, I go bright
red in the face and I start sweating and
stumbling over my words. No wonder people
laugh at me. 4 c
Sally
To be honest, I’d have to say that I’m quite a
nervous person. I think I get it from my mother
who was always worried about everything.
5
b If, for example, I have to travel on
business, I worry about the journey, the people,
losing my ticket … you get the picture.

5

Listening
8

1
Listen to five teenagers. Are the
sentences T (True) F or (False)?
1 Speaker One thinks her mother is
really kind.
2 Speaker Two is describing two boys
who were embarrassed.
3 Speaker Three saves some of her pocket
money every week.
4 Speaker Four is excited about her holiday.
5 Speaker Five is describing a soap opera.

T
F
F
T
F
5

Reading
9

Read the online forum on feelings.

Jane
I just can’t help it. I know it’s not healthy to get
so angry but I’ve always been like this. Even
when I was really little I used to scream and
scream if I didn’t get what I wanted. I’m a bit
better now but even the smallest things can
really make me annoyed. 1 e
Rob
Maybe I was born in the wrong century but
I find modern technology so boring. I don’t
understand why all my friends spend so much
time doing social media stuff. Every time we
go out, they have to tell the world what we’re
doing and where we are. 2 d In fact, I get so
bored that I often go home and leave them to it.
Louise
I seem to spend most of my life stressed! This
year we’ve got so many exams and we have to
do well if we want to go on to university.
3
a When I’m stressed, I don’t sleep well so
that only makes things worse.
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Put the letters (a–e) into the correct place in
the text.
a Our teachers are very patient and kind but they
give us loads of homework and we have tests
every week.
b I’m not pessimistic exactly but I do tend to focus
on the negative.
c As you can imagine, the more I think about it,
the worse it gets.
d I just sit there and get bored.
e Stupid things like not being able to find my
phone or missing the bus.
5

Writing
10

Write an email to your friend. Use the
prompts below to help you. Write at least
120 words.
• what you did during your last holiday
• something you are looking forward to
in the new school year
• the subjects you are studying

Students’ own answers

5
50
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